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One quick look at the map and 
the schedule and you’ll  discov-

er that things have changed! 

Knowing that the Chamber of 

Competition and the Imaginar-

ium) both needed more room 
AND being given access to new 

space on the bottom floor, we’ve  

pulled out our wands and mag-

ically transferred both of those rooms to 

the dungeon level. Now they have 

that extra space that they’ve 
needed for so many years! 

Due to mug-

gle renova-

tions of the 

hotel, the 
former En-

chanted For-

est is where 

the Imaginarium once resided and Mystifica-

tion Manor is in the former home of the Cham-
ber of Competition.  

          The Jittery Wizard can once again be found 

upstairs on the 17th floor and will  again 

provide that haven for witches and wiz-
ards who just need a place to relax, qui-

etly chat, and reenergize themselves for 

the magical adventures that await 

them later. Stop by, say hello, and hang 

out, but if you are looking for a quest 
you’ll need to go to the Tavern of Quests 

on the 15th floor. We are continuing 

that great tradition again this year 

where you 

can help 
your house 

earn house 

points by 

completing the quests that you’ll find 

here. You can also earn prizes by figur-
ing out the clues to gain entry into our 

Breakout Boxes!  
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ONjuration is proud to an-
nounce the Georgia Reptile 
Society as one of our official 

charities for 2022! 
     Many people do not understand 
the need to conserve and protect 
our native reptiles. These animals 
are essential to our environment; 
even venomous reptiles such as 
diamondback rattlesnakes and cop-
perheads play a crucial part in our 
ecosystem. GRS provides infor-
mation to people about alternative 
ways to remove these animals safe-
ly and humanely from their proper-
ties and to be relocated to a safer 
environment. 
          The mission of GRS is to ed-
ucate the state of Georgia about the 
wonderful world of reptiles through 
membership, outreach, and social 
media.That's why the GRS aims 
many of its efforts towards educa-
tional experiences for children of all 
ages. If you are interested in having 
the GRS visit your school or event, 

Georgia Reptile Society 

ONjuration is proud to an-
nounce the Intown Food Pan-
try as one of our official chari-
ties for 2022.  

    The Intown Food Pantry is an emer-
gency food program that serves the 
Intown/Midtown area of Atlanta. Its aim 
is to help alleviate hunger by providing 
nutritious food and social service infor-
mation to those who need them.  The 
pantry serves the needs of the elderly, 
disabled and homeless in these areas. 
The Pantry is located at the Druid Hills 
Presbyterian Church on Ponce DeLe-
on Ave.    
     Donations will be collected at the 
information table during CONjuration. 
HOUSE POINTS will be also awarded 
to the house that raises the most in the 
food donations to the drive! 
          We can also take donations of 
ANY shopping bags and Ziploc-type 
bags as well. We use several hundred 
shopping bags EVERY week. ANY 
sealed packaging is acceptable, cans, 
bag, jars etc.  

St Mungo’s Food Drive 
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ANEL  DESCRIPTIONS: 
 

 
Adventure Time Sing-Along  
Come join us as we sing-along to the wonderful 
songs that were showcased on the Cartoon Net-
work television show Adventure Time!  
Jax Seckinger   Millie Smith 
Saturday 11:00am 
 
Animagi and Werewolves:  
Shapeshifting as Metaphor in Harry Potter  
A discussion surrounding shapeshifters in the 
Harry Potter universe and their correlation with 
gender fluidity, queerness, and life outside the 
heteronormative. Special attention on Nym-
phadora Tonks, The Marauders, and specifically 
Remus Lupin. 
Kelley M. Frank    Marlena Frank   
Laura Walker 
Friday 8:00pm 

 
Avoid Boring Character Development: 
Let's Make Them Interesting     
When creating your character, you need to know 
more about the character than the character 
knows about herself.  You have to get outside the 
character to create a full personality,  which is 
one reason why creating a fictional "you" as the 
protagonist doesn't work. This workshop will 
demonstrate a tool called the Johari Window to 
explore what your protagonist knows and doesn't 
know about himself, as well as what others do 
and don't know about him.  Your protagonist's 
knowledge of self should expand throughout the 
story arc. To see how this works, we'll discuss 
Harry's Johari Window in HARRY POTTER AND 
THE SORCEROR'S STONE. Time will be provid-
ed during this workshop to give participants an 
opportunity to create a Johari Window for one of 
their characters. 
Barbara V. Evers 
Friday 3:00pm 

Bill and Ted's Most Excellent Fight Show  
Bill and Ted's Excellent Fight Show is a comedy 
themed fight show hosted by Bill and Ted! With 
these two hosts at the helm anything is bound to 
happen as our fighters compete against not only 
one another but also a few surprises cooked up 
by Bill and Ted to make this a most Excellent Ad-
venture! 
Shinobi School  
Sunday 11:00am 

Bond | Bang | Balefire - TV-Show edition  
Come join us for some Wheel of Time fun! Would 
you Bond or Balefire Lan? Moiraine? Come join 
us for some fanaticly, frivolous, fun! 
Thom DeSimone   Darin M. Bush   
Vincent E. M. Thorn  Ellie Raine 
Friday 9:00pm 
 
Book to Movie Adaptations:  
Why the Changes?  
Ever read the book to that latest movie and won-
dered why they changed a few things around? 
Let’s talk about the creative decisions that go into 
adaptations and learn why these new directions 
were taken!  
Ellie Raine   Vincent E.M. Thorn   
Athena Hall   Anthony Taylor   
Thom DeSimone  Nancy Knight 
Saturday 11:00am 
 
The Books That Made D&D:  
The Big Three Authors of Appendix N  
The creators of Dungeons and Dragons drew 
heavily upon the Swords and Sorcery genre when 
crafting its narrative and thematic elements. As 
the 50th anniversary of the game's publication 
approaches, we will examine in detail the influ-
ence of the works of Robert 
E. Howard (Conan of Cim-
meria), Fritz Leiber (Fafhrd 
and the Grey Mouser) and 
Michael Moorcock (Elric of 
Melnibone) upon the iconic 
tabletop fantasy RPG. 
Matt Steffney  
Friday 3:00pm 

The Campaign (as featured on The Fantasy Network) 

Come see this awesome series trailer as well as 
funny behind the scenes, random 'power point 
like' bits from the cast, and then join in for a Q&A 
with the cast. They won’t just be spreading the 
word about this amazing fantasy show, but they 
are there to have fun with the audience! 
Matt Metzger   Ryan Toto  
Mike Metzger JR  Parker Patzke   
Dakota Smith   Sara Zambo 
Friday 7:00pm 
Saturday 4:00pm 
Sunday 10:00am 

Catching Up With the Frasers on the Ridge:   
An Outlander Fan Panel  
With the December 2021 release of the 9th book 
in the Outlander series "Go Tell The Bees I Am 
Gone", the release of the shortened Season 6, 
and anticipation for an extended Season 7 we will 
discuss the latest trials and tribulations of our fa-
vorite Sassenach and 
her faithful Outlander 
hubby and speculate 
on what we think may 
happen in the 10th and 
final book. 
Hanako M. Ricks 
Michele Liggins    
Barbara V. Evers   
Saturday 11:00am 
 
Celebrate Your Hogwarts House with Style:  
Creating House Pennant Banners 
Join us in this hands-on, introductory level craft-
ing workshop to create your own set of paper 
pennant banners that celebrate either brave 
Gryffindors, loyal Hufflepuffs, wise Ravenclaws, 
or cunning Slytherins. All supplies and directions 
will be provided to make a set of colorful banners 
that feature the primary colors associated with the 
Hogwarts house you 
select. Activity facilita-
tors will help guide par-
ticipants on their craft-
ing journey to ensure 
an enjoyable and re-
warding experience.  
Kevin Sharpton    
Susan Roberts   
Patrick Bigger 
Saturday 10:00am 

20,000 Galleon—Celebrate 
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Celebrate Your Hogwarts House with Style:  
Creating a Layered House Pennant Banner  
Join us in this hands-on, intermediate level work-
shop to create your own pennant banner that cel-
ebrates either brave Gryffindors, loyal Hufflepuffs, 
wise Ravenclaws, or cunning Slytherins. All sup-
plies and directions will be provided for your ban-
ner project. Activity facilitators will help guide par-
ticipants on their crafting journey to ensure an 
enjoyable and rewarding experience.  
Kevin Sharpton   Susan Roberts   
Patrick Bigger 
Saturday 1:00pm 
 
Celebrate Your Love of Hogwarts with Style:  
Creating a Personalized Pennant Banner  
Join us in this hands-on, introductory level work-
shop that includes the creation of a pennant ban-
ner that celebrates Hogwarts and a second pen-
nant banner that's customized to include your 
name. All supplies and directions will be provided 
to make the set of festive banners. Activity facili-
tators will help guide participants on their crafting 
journey to ensure an enjoyable and rewarding 
experience.  
Kevin Sharpton   Susan Roberts   
Patrick Bigger 
Sunday 10:00am 
 
The Chamber of Secrets Movie 20 Years Later 
A week or so after CONjuration, 
the Chamber of Secrets will be 20 
years old. Come and talk with us 
about what worked in the move to 
the big screen, what didn’t. What 
should have been included, what 
should have been left on the cut-
ting room floor. Explore some of 
the deleted scenes. Hopefully 
Lockhart won’t show up and make 
the panel all about him. 
Dan Newcombe     Britt Leverett   
Vincent E. M. Thorn  Taiwan Hart 
Sunday 2:00pm 

 
Cold Read  
Bring in the first page of your story or novel, let 
our panel read it, and let’s talk about what works 
and what doesn't!Let’s work together to make 
your story AMAZING! 
Nancy Knight   Berta Platas   
John Adcox 
Saturday 12:00pm 
 
Color Your Fandom  
Take a break from your busy con day & join us for 
a relaxing vibe of coloring & fandom favorite 
beats. We will have coloring pages & supplies but 
feel free to bring your own project to work on. 
Perfect for all ages! We will supply coloring pag-
es, activity pages (such as word finds, cross-
words, etc), crayons, colored pencils, and gel 
pens as well as play a mix of music from fandoms 
such as Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings, Disney, 
Game of Thrones, Sabrina, etc. 
Tamera Odham    Joseph Davis    
Martha Roberson 
Saturday 5:00pm 
 
CONjuration Fashion Show and  
Craftsmanships Contest 
Ryn Edwards 
Saturday 5:00pm (see centerfold for info) 
 
CONjuration Magic Masterclass  
This FREE 3-day workshop will be spent learning 
sleight of hand magic and mentalism. Students 
who enroll get all necessary props and supplies 
and three 1 hour classes learning magic. At the 
end of the class, they each get a certificate 
signed by myself and Angela/Chris certifying 
them as a master in magic. Sign up by emailing 
mike@chattanoogamagic.com. 
Michael Pilkey 
Friday 6:00pm    Saturday 7:00pm  
Sunday 1:00pm 

Conjuring Up Some Comedy 
The Southside Sidekicks, the improvisational 
comedy troupe from Southside Theatre Guild in 
Fairburn, Ga., will present a special, Conjuration-
themed comedy show appropriate for all ages. 
Come with your best – and worst – suggestions 
and laugh at (and with) the Sidekicks as they 
bring the magic of improv to the stage. 
Southside Sidekicks Improv Troupe 
Friday 7:00pm 
 
Cosplay on a Dime: Costumes 
Like the idea of cosplay but don’t have the skills 
or budget? Do you have imagination, open mind-
edness, safety pins and duct tape? Can you do a 
straight stitch? Come and see how to turn thrift 
store items into your own cosplay creations. 
When you receive your compliments, just say 
“thank you.”  No one needs to know how easy it 
really was. 
Renee Hess 
Friday 6:00pm 
  
Cosplay on a Dime: Props and Accessories 
Like the idea of cosplay but don't have the skills 
or budget? Need props to go with your costume, 
but they’re too expensive or you just can’t find 
what you need on Etsy? I’ll be presenting a varie-
ty of methods and materials you can use to make 
tools, masks, medallions, jewelry, and even 
crowns with little difficulty or cost. Come see what 
a little imagination and creativity can make! 
Jack Peredur   
Friday 7:00pm  
  
Cosplay Props: Learn by Making Your Own 
Wizard's Medallion  
Like the idea of cosplay but don't have the skills 
or budget? Need props to go with your costume, 
but they’re too expensive or you can’t find what 
you need on Etsy? This will be a hands-on work-
shop where you’ll learn to use materials and tech-
niques I presented in Cosplay on a Dime: Props 
and Accessories by creating a magical badge or 
medallion of your choice. Come see what a little 
imagination and creativity can make! 
Jack Peredur 
Friday 8:00pm 
 
Creating Magickal Sigils for Spellcrafting  
Requiring only paper and a writing instrument, in 
this workshop participants learn to create magick-
al sigils that can work alone or in larger magickal 
workings. Sigils are unique and personal for each 
participant. Once you are done then you can 
head to Cosplay Props: Learn by Making Your 
Own Wizard's Medallion and use those sigils on a 
medallion! 
Kelley M. Frank   Marlena Frank 
Friday 6:00pm  
 
The Curses of Dark Corner 
The Ministry of Magic doesn’t control ALL of the 
magic in the world! Learn what curses run free in 
the wild as we sing, laugh, and get a little creepy! 
John Powell 
Saturday 12:00pm 
 
Dear Authors: Please Stop  
There are many things authors do that drive us 
nuts. Our panelists discuss the mistakes they’ve 
made, the faux pas they’ve committed, and how 
to not to repeat the past while avoiding potentially 
costly mistakes. 
Dennis Medbury    Ellie Raine   
Stephanie Briarton   John Adcox  
Tony Sarrecchia 
Saturday 10:00am 
 
Deatheaters  
Deatheaters, based on the party game known as 
Mafia or Werewolf, models a conflict between an 
informed minority (Deatheaters) and an unin-
formed majority (Hogwarts students). It turns R-
Rated after 11. 
Olivia Seckinger  Juliana Bush 
Friday 9:00pm   Saturday 9:00pm 
 
Death Eater Yoga 
Let’s face it. Working for the Dark Lord is a 
stressful job. So, come Slyther-“in” to this begin-
ner yoga class, where we will practice Wizarding 
World themed poses and have some fun along 
the way. We encourage you to bring your wand 
and a towel or yoga mat. (We will also have some 
mats available). Oh, and don’t worry…muggles, 
half-bloods, and mud bloods are welcome, too.  
Christi J. Whitney    Erica Clifford   
Sierra Epling 
Saturday 10:00am 
 

Celebrate—Death Eater 
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Designing Beautiful Book Interiors  
This panel will provide details for Self-published 
authors on how to make their printed books look 
professional  
Dave Schroeder  
Saturday 4:00pm 
 
Designing Magic Systems: How to Avoid the 
Superman Problem  
Magic is a part of many fantasy novels, from Tol-
kien to Harry Potter and beyond. Well-designed 
magic systems include constraints, not just what-
ever a witch or wizard can pull out of their hat at 
the wave of a wand to avoid new challenges, For 
example, years ago Superman kept coming up 
with new superpowers, like super ventriloquism or 
super-cold breath, whenever comic book writers 
needed to give Kal-El new capabilities to fit their 
plots. This panel will discuss tips and tricks and 
dos and don’ts for authors who want to design 
magic systems that work well and leave readers 
impressed and satisfied. 
Dave Schroeder   Ellie Raine   
Vincent E. M. Thorn  Stephanie Briarton   
Robyn Briggs 
Friday 4:00pm 
 
Developing Your Character  
When writing, there are a lot of things to consider 
when developing your characters. Whether it be 
your protagonist, antagonist or a side character, 
this panel will discuss the tips and tricks that can 
help you develop a character that stands out. 
Dennis Medbury   Vincent E. M. Thorn   
Ellie Raine   Stephanie Briarton   
Nancy Knight   John Adcox 
Saturday 5:00pm 
 
Disney Hair: The Mane Event  
Well before Tangled, Disney princesses pos-
sessed powerful coiffures. And Disney’s anima-
tors did amazing things with locks before CGT 
(computer generated tresses). Come brush up on 
your Disney lore. 
Darin M. Bush     Julianna Bush   
Olivia Seckinger 
Saturday 10:00am 

Diving into the World of Amphibia!  
In this panel we will be discussing the show Am-
phibia and many theories around it! 
Jax Seckinger   Millie Smith 
Saturday 2:00pm 
 
Do Certain Houses Prefer Certain Social Media 
Platforms?  
Are Ravenclaws more likely to read the New York 
Times? Do Gryffindors love to watch epic fail vid-
eos on YouTube? Where do the four houses 
spend most of their time on the internet? 
Olivia Seckinger  Ana Lucia Torres  
Abbie Lyday     Robyn Briggs 
Saturday 5:00pm 

 
Draco as a Victim  
How did growing up with Lucius and Narcissa 
affect Draco’s development? Would he have 
turned out differently if raised by different par-
ents? How much blame can be put on Draco con-
sidering he was a minor for the majority of the 
books? 
Olivia Seckinger   Hannah Cohen   
Kelly Crane   LeAnn Walker   
Robyn Briggs 
Sunday 10:00am 
 
Dragons, Wizards, and Pens  
We all know our authors can write, but how do 
they stack up under pressure? Come join some of 
our favorite authors as they use wit, words, and 
their imaginations as they race against the clock 
and each other to write the best opening sen-
tence for a magic themed story using the writing 
prompt thrown at them by the audience! You. De-
cide. The. Winner!  
Chris Seckinger (mod.)  Vincent E. M. Thorn  
Ellie Raine    McCannon Vaughn  
Berta Platas    Barbara V. Evers  
Marlena Frank    Robyn Briggs   
Saturday 2:00pm 

Empaths Be Like...  
As an experienced empath, Kim will lead this pan-
el on a discussion on what it means to be an em-
path, and how to spot the signs that you are one. 
Kimberly Bunch 
Sunday 2:00pm 
 
The Evolution of FanFiction  
Whether you’ve been reading fanfiction since the 
90s or you’ve just picked it up recently, join us to 
discuss the changes and benefits that fanfic pro-
vides fandom. 
Olivia Seckinger  LeAnn Walker   
Naresha Dumas 
Saturday 6:00pm 
 
Exploring The Boiling Isles and the Owl House 
We will be going over fascinating plot points, 
unique theories, and character relations about the 
show Owl House! 
Jax Seckinger  Millie Smith  
Sunday 1:00pm   

Exploring the Grishaverse: Discussing Shad-
ow & Bone 
As we eagerly anticipate news of the second sea-
son of the Netflix series, join us to recap Season 
1 and to discuss the best-selling book series that 
the show is based upon.  
Hanako M. Ricks    Anthony Liggins   
Michael Collins    Jessa Phillips    
Dena Woods 
Saturday 4:00pm 
 
Exploring the World of All Souls: A Discovery 
of Witches  
A vampire, a witch, and a daemon walk into a 
bar...not really, but it could happen in this series 
written by Deborah Harkness. Let's discuss the 
third season of the popular series: were you satis-
fied by the ending? How did you feel about the 
casting changes brought on by Covid restrictions? 
Do you want to see Marcus and Phoebe's story 
continue as it has in the books? Even though this 
panel is mainly about the show, we will have 
some book discussion as well.  
Hanako M. Ricks   Anthony Liggins   
Michael Collins 
Sunday 2:00pm 
 
Fandom Funerals and Repass: Why Fictional 
Deaths Feel Real to Us  
Back by request! As fans of fictional worlds, we 
often find ourselves emotionally attached to the 
characters we read about or watch onscreen. 
When a fictional character dies, it has as much of 
an impact on us as though these characters exist-
ed in our reality. Join our panel as we discuss the 
fictional deaths that affected us the most, and 
what their deaths can teach us about how to pro-
cess our own grief and loss. 
Hanako M. Ricks    MIkayla Ricks   
Anthony Liggins    Michael Collins   
Dena Woods 
Saturday 12:00pm 

Fanon: Widely Accepted Fan Theories Consid-
ered “Canon”  
Did you know that the “Marauders” never refer to 
themselves using that name? What are some of 
your favorite “fanon” theories? Did you know they 
weren’t canon when you first believed them? 
Olivia Seckinger   Hannah Cohen   
Abbie Lyday 
Friday 3:00pm 
 
Fantasy Poetry Writing for Kids (Part 1: 
Introduction) 
This introductory workshop for kids teaches basic 
poetry writing in a fantasy context. In this first of 
three panels, attendees will participate in a coop-
erative writing exercise that introduces the lan-
guage of poetry. Bring your creativity! 
Sarah Malkin 
Saturday 3:00pm 
 
Fantasy Poetry Writing for Kids (Pat 2: 
Writing) 
This introductory workshop for kids teaches basic 
poetry writing in a fantasy context. In this second 
of three panels, attendees will participate in a 
session to write one's own poems. Bring your cre-
ativity! 
Sarah Malkin 
Saturday 6:00pm 
 
Fantasy Poetry Writing for Kids (Part 3: 
Editing) 
This introductory workshop for kids teaches basic 
poetry writing in a fantasy context. In this third of 
three panels, attendees will participate in a ses-
sion to edit/revise the poems already written. If 
time permits, attendees will also be able to share 
their poems! Bring your creativity! 
Sarah Malkin 
Sunday 3:00pm 
 
Four Houses Party Games Competition   
Come represent your house by trying to win any 
number of party games including flip cup tic-tac-
toe, balloon cup race, balloon cup stack, ping 
pong buckets, water bottle race, etc. Attendees 
from each house will gather and compete in these 
games to see which house has the greatest num-
ber of “party animals”! 
Dennis Medbury  
Saturday 7:00pm 

Designing—Four 
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From Book to Audiobook: Behind-the-Scenes! 
Ever wonder how audiobooks are made? Are you 
an author looking to get your books into the world 
of sound, or a voice talent looking to get into nar-
ration? Join award-winning author Ellie Raine and 
narrators-extraordinaire Matt Goodson and Chris-
ta Burton as they unveil the mysteries of the audi-
obook world where YOU can learn what it takes 
to get the author and narrators on the same page-
-literally! 
Ellie Raine    Matt Goodson   
Christa Burton    Darin M. Bush   
John Adcox 
Sunday 10:00am 
 
Fundamental Fixes Magical Comedy Show 
Join us for this comedy magic show where our 
illustrious magician tries to fix things by using the 
mystical arts…. But at what price?? 
Phil Cosmos 
Friday 6:00pm 

A Generational Look at Harry Potter  
While some may refer to Harry Potter as a “kids 
book,” fans know there is no age limit on magic. 
While the books and movies may remain the 
same, the way each person finds and experienc-
es the series can change everything. In this panel 
we will hear from panelist spanning generations, 
and hear about the different, magical journeys 
they have taken with Harry, and how the fran-
chise has impacted their lives.  
Hannah Cohen    Chris Seckinger   
Olivia Seckinger   Aiden Myerson   
LeAnn Walker     Hanako Ricks  
Sunday 4:00pm 
 
Georgia Reptile Society: Nothing Bugs Me  
Animals with too many legs can be misunder-
stood just as much as those with no legs. Our 
chosen charity returns to discuss their six-, eight-, 
and more-legged friends. 
Darin M. Bush     Justyne Lobello   
Friday 7:00pm 
 
Georgia Reptile Society: Snakes on a Bigger 
Panel  
They are slithering back. Last year, it was stand-
ing room only to meet the amazing snakes of our 
chosen charity. This year, after a molt, it’ll be 
even bigger. 
Darin M. Bush     Justyne Lobello   
Saturday 2:00pm 
 
Georgia Reptile Society: How Can I Help?  
Our chosen charity is comprised of volunteers. 
Donating money is appreciated, but what about 
donating time? Let’s talk about native & rescue 
animals, conservation, fostering, and adoption. 
Darin M. Bush     Justyne Lobello   
Sunday 3:00pm 

 

Good Portrayals of Disability in Media   
It’s important to see yourself represented on the 
page and the screen and some identities get 
more visibility than others. We’re going to look at 
how properly representing disability in media 
makes a positive impact on disabled individuals. 
Olivia Seckinger     Robyn Briggs   
Nancy Knight 
Saturday 4:00pm 

Harry Potter Origami  
Come learn the art of Japanese paper folding 
called Origami. Our workshop will teach you basic 
techniques and create some Harry Potter themed 
foldings like Golden Snitches, cauldrons, brooms, 
and maybe a dragon! 
Aaron Myerson    Kimberly Myerson 
Saturday 6:00pm   Sunday 3:00pm 
 
Harry Potter Trivia Jr.  
Harry Potter Trivia Jr is a Harry Potter trivia game 
from kids 12 and under. Come test your 
knowledge with multiple choice Harry Potter 
questions. Every right answer earns you a point 
and the kids with the most points at the end will 
earn a prize.  
Traci Swann     Veronica Swann    
Dena Woods    Adam Woods 
Sunday 11:00am 

Herbology  
Come join our panel of practicing witches who will 
instruct in the techniques and uses of various 
herbs for aroma therapy, cleansing, and in spell-
casting. 
Kimberly Bunch    Donalyn Vaughn 
Sunday 10:00am 
  
Homeschooling through High Fantasy, aka 
"All I Really Need to Know I learned Playing 
D&D"  
A presentation on homeschooling (or summer or 
after-schooling) using various resources based on 
the fantasy genre. There will be information on 
specific curriculum that is available, as well as 
how to use gaming, roleplaying, cosplay, and oth-
er activities to teach a wide range of subjects. 
This will cover teaching elementary all the way 
through high school, and how to turn fantasy hob-
bies into high school transcript material. All curric-
ulum and materials shown will be secular.  
Mel Williams     Natasha Williams 
Saturday 1:00pm 
 
Horror: The Darker Side of Fantasy  
Recent media such as Stranger Things, Multi-
verse of Madness, The Magicians, and many YA 
books have cast a new light (or should I say 
shadow?) on the world of fantasy. Darker and 
darker elements are being brought in, and the 
“Good Witch” doesn’t always win anymore. Come 
delve into the dark with me as we explore a world 
where monsters abound, and the line between 
Good and Evil isn’t quite so clear. 
Robyn Briggs    Thom DeSimone   
Vincent E.M. Thorn  Stephanie Briarton  
Bob McGough 
Saturday 1:00pm 
 
How to Fill up Your Writing Portfolio  
New writers should work on building their portfolio 
yesterday. That’s easy to say, but how exactly do 
you do that? Our panel of experienced authors 
will give practical advice. 
Darin M. Bush     Bobby Nash   
Bob McGough    Berta Platas   
Marlena Frank 
Saturday 5:00pm 
   
How to Get Your Book Published  
Our panelists will discuss tips and tricks on how 
to get your book published. They will cover the 
three main avenues of publishing today. Learn 
how to avoid predatory practices, as well as the 
real state of the publishing industry today. 
Bob McGough    Ben Meeks   
Matthew Quinn    Bobby Nash 
Sunday 3:00pm 

 
How to Promote 
Your Creativity 
With Podcasting  
All you need is an 
idea and a micro-
phone. You can have 
fun creating your 
own podcast to pro-
mote your creative 
endeavors.  
Marc Gunn   
Bob McGough   
Hanako Ricks 
Saturday 2:00pm 
 
 

From Book—How to Promote 
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How to Write a Story in an Hour 
This is an interactive workshop that deals with 
plotting, characterization--and a lot of brainstorm-
ing. The idea, is to reach outside the box for plot-
ting, worldbuilding and characterization. Don't put 
limits on your creativity. 
Nancy Knight  
Sunday 12:00pm 

"I'm Not What You Say I Am”: An Examination 
of Wanda Maximoff in the MCU 
In this panel, we will discuss the character arc and 
growth of Wanda Maximoff from her first appear-
ance in Age of Ultron, through the Avengers mov-
ies, WandaVision, and finally, Multiverse of Mad-
ness. Is she a hero? A villain? Both? Join us as 
we discuss one of the most complex characters of 
the MCU. 
Gary Mitchel    Jessa Phillips   
Darin M. Bush    Hanako Ricks   
Thom DeSimone   Hannah Cohen 
Saturday 3:00pm 

 
 
Innovative Techniques for Fabric Artistry  
Learn how to decorate your costumes without 
having to sew! Come learn how to use stencils 
and tiles with oil-based crayons!  
Pamela Cole  
Saturday 7:00pm 
 
An Intro to Scrivener: What It Is and How to 
Use It More Effectively 
Scrivener is a popular writing environment that 
many authors use for writing their novels and 
shorter works. It’s a very powerful piece of soft-
ware with wide-ranging capabilities. This presen-
tation provides an overview of Scrivener and a 
collection of tips and tricks for getting more out of 
it.  
Dave Schroeder  
Saturday 10:00am 
 
It's Targin' Time!:  
House of the Dragon Season One in Review  
The world of Westeros has roared back onto the 
screen in top form, so let's pour a bumper of Arbor 
Gold (or Two Buck Chuck) and climb into that 
gnarly Targaryen family tree for a lively discussion 
of the new series' first season. 
Matt Steffney     Jessa Phillips   
Kyle Mitchel    Gary Mitchel   
Laura Walker 

Friday 7:00pm 
Just a Wizard Living in a Muggle World:  
Keeping the Magic Alive After the Con Ends  
Interactive discussion and sharing of ideas for 
activities to keep the magic of Conjuration alive 
throughout the year.  A chance for participants to 
share what they do to keep the magic alive from 
awesome ideas for family fun nights, to groups to 
participate online and in real life. 
Donalyn Vaughn 
Sunday 3:00pm 
 
Ladyhawkes, Beastmasters, Legends and 
More: Fantasy Films of the 1980's  
The 1980's was a treasure trove of fantasy mov-
ies! Some were excellent, others were less so. 
Join our panel as we discuss the likes of Krull, 
Willow, Excalibur, Dragonslayer, Conan, and 
more! 
Gary Mitchel    Jessa Phillips   
Dan Newcombe    Matthew Quinn   
Anthony Taylor 
Sunday 4:00pm 
 
Late Nite Nerd Fite (TM) presents  
Witches' and Wizards' Duel  
Late Nite Nerd Fite (TM) is back with a bracket of 
16 of your favorite witches and wizards. The panel 
leads the discussion but the mob's vote decides 
who wins. 
Darin M. Bush   Gary Mitchel    
Aaron Myerson  
Saturday 9:00pm 
 
Let Girls Be Witches:  
Female-Led Alternatives to Harry Potter  
We’ll look at Witchlings, The Ravens series, and 
other wizarding book series with female protago-
nists. Bring your favorite recommendations or just 
come to listen! 
Olivia Seckinger   Robyn Briggs 
Friday 6:00pm 
  
Let's Write a Story...Improv Style!  
In this panel we will develop an outline for a story 
by allowing the audience to select things like char-
acter personality, story plot, special abilities etc. 
Its like improv, but for story writing! 
Dennis Medbury  
Saturday 2:00pm 
 
The Light to Dark Duality of Labyrinth  
Labyrinth is a sweet movie about a sister who has 
to save her brother from the goblin king and his 
muppets. Or is it? Instead we take a deeper look 
at the darker themes and metaphors that you may 
have missed if you saw this movie when you were 
young.  
Dan Newcombe      
Matthew Quinn 
Saturday 4:00pm 
 
Looking Back - Harry Potter Thoughts and  
Theories before Book 7’s Release  
How did the world think HP would end before 
Deathly Hallows came out? Harry Potter books 
were being released during a new and interesting 
time. Unofficial guidebooks were published and 
websites like mugglenet sprung up hosting chat 
rooms, podcasts, and blogs that explored theories 
and dissected every line of the text to try and fig-
ure out what might be coming.  
Hannah Cohen     Ana Lucia Torres   
Abbie Lyday 
Friday 7:00pm 
 
LOTR: What if Frodo 
had Kept Quiet?  
Frodo volunteered to 
walk the ring to Mordor. 
Bilbo offered first, but it 
was still a heroic ges-
ture. But what if Frodo 
hadn’t spoken? Who 
then? Would Sauron 
have won? 
Darin M. Bush      
Laura Walker   
Anthony Liggins 
Saturday 7:00pm 
 
Magical Anime - What Works and What 
Doesn’t  
Let's talk about the uses of magic in anime. What 
do they do that works? What do they do that is 
overpowered? What can they do to make it bet-
ter? What are the best uses of magic coming out 
of the anime world? Bring your opinions and get 
ready for a discussion! 
Athena Hall 
Sunday 4:00pm 

 
The Magic in the Library  
We all know that a library can be a magical place, 
but what about the magical libraries in books and 
television? Come join us for a conversation about 
several books/series that revolve around magical 
libraries and the stories they tell. 
Ryn Edwards  Olivia Seckinger 
Friday 7:00pm 
 
The Magic of Corsetry  
From period corsetry to fantasy and super-heroes. 
Learn about different styles and materials needed 
to create that perfect fitting, and comfortable, cor-
set.  
Pamela Cole 
Saturday 11:00am 

How to Write—Magic of Corsetry 
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Friday Nov. 4 Schedule 

Sunday Nov. 6 Schedule 

Any changes to the schedule will be posted at Information Services 
on the white marker board and on the CONjuration app.  

Information Services and Disability Services can be found in the  
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Saturday Nov. 5 Schedule 

Information Services and Disability Services can be found in the  
Great Hall Promenade.  
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Making A Monster  
They're the hero's foil, the final boss, the one who 
gets to wear the best outfits. But what really 
makes a great villain? Our panelists discuss what 
makes our favorite villains, and how to do it in 
your own writing.  
Vincent E.M. Thorn   Ellie Raine   
Stephnie Briarton   Thom DeSimone   
Tony Sarrecchia 
Saturday 8:00pm 
 
Marc Gunn: Geeky Sing Along for Kids  
Hey kids (and those that are just young at heart), 
come join us and sing along with silly, geeky 
songs by Marc Gunn! 
Mark Gunn 
12:00pm Saturday 

 
The Mirror and the Foe-Glass:  
Characters We Love and Loathe, and What 
That Says About Us       
Are there Potterverse characters you love?  
What about characters who make you angry?  
When someone dislikes a character you identify 
with, do you almost feel criticized, even if you 
know that’s not their intent?  What have you 
learned about yourself because of these loves 
and aversions?  Have your responses changed 
over time? 
Lorrie Kim 
Saturday 3:00pm 

 

The Mother of Vampires: Introducing Lilith  
While she’s often overlooked, Lilith’s origin story 
carries some of the most fascinating lore. She 
should be credited for a lot of modern-day femi-
nism and now, for a lot of great characters. We’re 
going to look at shows like First Kill, Carmilla, and 
Chilling Adventures of Sabrina to see how Lilith 
has been used in media. 
Olivia Seckinger    Kelly Crane   
Jaci Chadwell     Robyn Briggs 
Saturday 12:00pm 
 
Muggle-Worthy Excuse Committee  
Come see if you can make up muggle-worthy ex-
cuses to explain away magical mishaps such as 
flying Ford Anglias.. Fly solo, or group into small 
teams and see if your excuse wins over our panel 
of judges. Win mundane muggle merchandise. 
Dan Newcombe    Chris Seckinger   
John Adcox 
Friday 4:00pm 

NaNo Write-In & Pizza Party  
Back by popular demand! NaNoWriMo writers 
bring your appetite because the pizza party is 
back! Come write with us and indulge in cheese 
goodness as we scribble our way to 50k in this 
NaNoWriMo tradition. Pizza and drinks will be 
provided. attendance limited to 25 people. Please 
let Robyn know if you are coming so that she can 
order enough pizza (rcbriggswrites@gmail.com)! 
This is an open writing session for anyone partici-
pating in National Novel Writing Month 
Robyn Briggs 
Saturday 8:00pm 

NaNoWriMo Writing Room 
For those of you who don’t want to miss an oppor-
tunity to do your daily writing during November, 
we offer you a quiet space on Friday night  with 
tables and chairs where you can try to “get your 
words in”! Come, sit, write!! 
Friday 9:00pm 

Niffler Eggs  
Those cute critters can't resist anything shiny. 
Tempt them with a glittered and jeweled egg you 
create. You can add a hook to make it into an or-
nament, keep as your own sparkling object, or 
place inside a Niffler's arms (he won't let it go!). 
Renee Hess  
Saturday 7:00pm 
Sunday 2:00pm 

Noise Complaint presents:  
Avengers Civil War!   
This fully choreographed tap dance show features 
improv acting and an amazing soundtrack as the 
characters of the MCU take you on a rhythmic 
journey to places you would never expect. The 
Avengers team is divided as they learn that they 
are now overruled by...the Mouse. It appears that 
Disney now owns the Avengers, and this pits 
Captain America against his teammate, Iron Man. 
Factions are formed, and they battle it out. Will 
either side ever let it go?  
Noise Complaint 
Friday 8:00pm  
  
Noise Complaint presents:  
Save The Video Games!  
The best gamer in the world, a hot-headed player 
named Noobitydoo, is playing the tournament of 
her life, when suddenly she gets sucked into the 
game itself! There she has to work with new 
friends like Parappa the Rapper, Jak, and Chun Li 
to make their way through the games and defeat 
the MegaBoss...with high-energy, fully-
choreographed TAP DANCING!!! This show has 
everything: humor, a nostalgic soundtrack, and 
most importantly, Noise!  
Noise Complaint 
Saturday 6:00pm  
 
Noise Complaint Presents:  
A Magical 90's Excellent Adventure!   
This is a high energy, fully-choreographed tap 
dance show set to the theme of 90's Movies! Join 
Ted Theodore Logan as he travels through time 
and space to find friends like Buffy The Vampire 
Slayer and Matilda while they realize that it's sad-
ly not the 90's anymore! Join in on the fun as they 
all band together to use magic to find a way back 
to their favorite decade! This is a hilarious and 
upbeat dance show that will both captivate you 
and have you jumping out of your seats to dance 
along! 
Noise Complaint 
Sunday 1:00pm  
 
Nostalgia and our Views on New Media  
Universes such as Star Wars, Harry Potter, Mar-
vel, Star Trek, etc. are constantly expanding and 
while some fans are happy with new content, oth-
er canon purist shudder at the tiniest deviation 
from the original text. The feelings of nostalgia 
and love for a franchise can make or break the 
way a fan feels about new content, and while 
there have been cases of extremely positive reac-
tions to ‘nostalgia’ and ‘fan service’ in certain me-
dia, other cases have gotten the cold shoulder 
from fans.  
Hannah Cohen    Ana Lucia Torres  
Chris Seckinger    Dan Newcombe   
Tony Sarrecchia 
Saturday 12:00pm 

Magic of Improv—Nostalgia 
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Occlumency, Interrupted 
The Occlumency passages are among Rowling’s 
most masterful chapters: dense, tricky to interpret, 
confident, and intentional. She wrote them care-
fully to plant doubts about Snape’s motivations 
and leave them wide open. Is he, as Ron and 
Harry suspect, trying to make Harry more vulnera-
ble to Voldemort in each lesson? Is he trying to 
appear to be making Harry more vulnerable in 
order to fool Voldemort while simultaneously try-
ing to teach Harry Occlumency? Is he sabotaging 
the lessons because he hates Harry? Is he taking 
out a 20-year grudge on a vulnerable kid? 
Lorrie Kim 
Sunday 11:00am 
 
One Magical Knight   
CONjuration has been infiltrated by a Knight with 
powers beyond reckoning! Be on the lookout for 
this mysterious figure wearing full armor, robes, 
cowl, and perhaps a featureless mask as he per-
forms feats of prestidigitation that will amaze and 
astound anyone that finds him and asks to be 
astounded, amazed or shown an impossibility!  A 
crystal ball in one hand…… a deck of cards in the 
other…… this puzzling figure will fill the halls of 
CONjuration with MAGIC all weekend!   
Philip Sacco  
All Weekend!  
 
The Overlooked Weasley  
How did Ginny’s downplayed role in the movies 
affect the way she’s perceived by the fandom as a 
whole? What are your favorite parts about Ginny 
you feel are often forgotten? Come join us to dis-
cuss more! 
Olivia Seckinger    Kelly Crane   
Hannah Cohen    Ana Lucia Torres 
Saturday 2:00pm 
 
Paint and Take Trinket Tray or Dice Box  
Come paint and design your very own dice tray or 
trinket box! For $3 you will get one unpainted 
wooden box and you can let your imagination run 
wild. Paint, gems, glitter, and other mixed media 
will be available for you to make your very own 
work of art. Each class size limited to 20. 
Abbie Lyday  
Friday 4:00pm 
Saturday 4:00pm 
 
Paranormal Investigation 
Do ghosts, monsters, and aliens really share the 
realm we walk in? Join us as we explore the pos-
sibilities and the power of our mind to cast illu-
sions! 
John Powell    Sandra Powell   
Phil Cosmos 
Saturday 6:00pm 

 
Pastries, Snitches, Books, and the Truth: The 
Magic We Want from Secrets of Dumbledore 
What’s in Newt’s case? Fantastic beasts, to be 
sure, and everything they need to thrive. But at 
the end of Secrets of Dumbledore, the cases spill 
forth other treasures we need as well: luscious 
pastries, a Golden Snitch, pages upon pages of 
magical books, and a way to honor the purest of 
heart. What hit home for you in this movie? Which 
of the overlapping plans (or no plans) confused 
you? Where do we go from here? Lecture and 
audience discussion. 
Lorrie Kim 
Saturday 11:00am 

Potter's Perlers  
Come join this class as we use Perler beads to 
make ornaments, magnets, and keychains. Perler 
Beads are plastic fusible beads. They're made 
from a food-grade plastic called low-density poly-
ethylene. The beads are arranged on pegboards 
to form patterns and then fused together with heat 
from a clothes iron. 
Kimberly Myerson  Aaron Myerson 
Saturday 11:00am 
Saturday 3:00pm 
Sunday 12:00pm 
 
PotterTok:  
What TikTok Has Done For the Wizarding 
World  
This panel will be a discussion about what TikTok 
has done for the Potter community - given visibil-
ity to more creators of color/other minority groups, 
allowing a virtual community to find a family dur-
ing the pandemic, what 
head cannons/opinions 
have been changed or 
added to from watching 
TikToks, and has there 
been anything negative 
to come from this?  
Abbie Lyday    
Hannah Cohen   
Olivia Seckinger  
Ana Lucia Torres  
Christi Whitney 
Sunday 2:00pm 
 
Practice Your Elevator Pitch  
You’re at a book conference and suddenly you 
find yourself next to an agent or publisher that’s 
accepting books in your genre. Sometimes you 
only have a few seconds to get an editor or 
agent’s interest for your book. This panel would 
help narrow down the basics on what the author 
needs to focus on in the pitch. 
Dennis Medbury   Dave Schroeder 
Sunday 3:00pm 
 
The Problem with Fenrir Greyback  
Greyback is a villain and 
his actions are horrify-
ing, but his basic moti-
vation -- werewolf equal-
ity under the Ministry of 
Magic -- won't die with 
him. A discussion of var-
ious inter-being wizard-
ing relations and the 
werewolf revolution. 
Kelley M. Frank     
Marlena Frank   
Matthew Quinn 
Saturday 12:00pm 
 
Pub Songs & Stories Live  
This will be a LIVE recording of the Pub Songs & 
Stories as we step behind-the-scenes to learn 
more about the songs by Marc Gunn and guests. 
Marc Gunn   Blibbering Humdingers  
Hawthorn and Holly 
Sunday 1:00pm 
   
Putting the Rural in Urban Fantasy  
Urban Fantasy authors who have books that take 
place in more rural settings discuss why they 
chose to buck the norm. Should Rural Fantasy be 
its own sub-genre? What themes set it apart from 
more mainstream Urban Fantasy? All this and 
more will be discussed. 
Bob McGough    Berta Platas   
Nancy Knight    Ben Meeks 
Sunday 10:00am 
 
Pyramid of the Magician  
In the prehistoric city state of Uxmal stands a 
mysterious structure called the Pyramid of the 
Magician. Legend says it was constructed over-
night by the feared dwarf sorcerer of Uxmal. The 
Maya are famous for their sorcerers, called 
Nagual. These powerful beings used both light 
and dark magic. They could shape shift, cast 
spells to harm enemies, heal, protect and curse. 
Join a professional archaeologist and go 1,500 
years into the past and learn about the Nagual. 
Dr. Dea Mozingo-Gorman 
Saturday 12:00pm  
 
Queering Severus Snape  
Was it really *that* kind of jealousy? Discussion of 
Severus Snape as trans, asexual, and/or general-
ly queer and how this reading impacts how we 
read the series. 
Kelley M. Frank    Marlena Frank 
Saturday 8:00pm 

Ranking Harry Potter Deaths  
This panel will provide 10 (or more!) deaths from 
Harry Potter and the attendees will rank from 
most to least gut wrenching. Which deaths made 
you cry the most and which ones did you cele-
brate with a snicker?  
Laura Walker    Britt Leverett   
LeAnn Walker 
Saturday 10:00am   
 
Ravenwood: A Seeker's Memoir --  
Illustrated Reading by the Author       
In a small college town in the early Seventies 
three witches, a time traveler, a war-scarred G.I., 
a French dress designer, a telepath and a chem-
istry student all walk into a bar… Ravenwood: A 
Seeker's Memoir is their ongoing tale of adven-
ture, love and self-discovery in a Universe where 
magic and high technology mingle and a ghostly 
baby’s cry in the night may hold the secret of 
Eternity. The session will comprise a reading by 
the author, Jack Peredur, from the first book in 
the series, The Moon Path, accompanied by pro-
jected scenes from the Memoir and followed by a 
question and answer period. 
Jack Peredur 
Saturday 10:00am 
 
Realistic Costumes  
Come learn about materials that replicate period 
clothing on Earth and other enchanted worlds!  
Pamela Cole 
Sunday 1:00pm  
 
Real Magic! From Dusty Grimoires  
to Modern Fiction        
Authors like J. K. Rowling have a lot of fun invent-
ing new magical systems for their books. But 
magic’s been practiced for centuries out here in 
the real world too. Come learn a little about magi-
cal tools and methods real witches and wizards 
have used in the past or still use to this day – 
cards, runes, crystals and more! – and see how 
they’ve found their way into some classic works of 
fiction. 
Jack Peredur 
Sunday 2:00pm 
 
Release the Kraken: Editing Your Writing      
You just wrote THE END and can't wait to get 
your story published. BUT WAIT! The first draft is 
just that, a draft. Whether self-publishing or seek-
ing traditional publication, you must revise, revise, 
revise. That means letting go of your ego (the kra-
ken) and looking at your manuscript with an eye 
to make it shine. How do you do that? What do 
you need to look for?  
Barbara V. Evers   Berta Platas   
Stephanie Briarton   Matthew Quinn    
Tony Sarrecchia   Marlena Frank 
Sunday 11:00am 
 
Representation of Women in Harry Potter  
In this panel we will take a deep dive into the way 
women are portrayed in the Harry Potter series. 
How do we think these characters may have been 
portrayed differently if their genders had been 
swapped? Would Hermione still be considered a 
bossy know-it-all if she were a boy? Would Cho's 
journey have been shown differently had she 
been seen as more than a pretty crying girl? Did 
the movies making Beauxbaton's an all girls 
school destroy the impact Fleur had as the only 
female champion? How did the movies water 
down some of the empowering female characters 
we were given in the books? Discuss all this and 
more! 
Hannah Cohen     Olivia Seckinger  
Jaci Chadwell 
Sunday 1:00pm 

Occlumency—Representation 
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Rolling the Dice on Role Playing Game Novels 
and Podcasts 
LITRPG is a hot new genre for fantasy novels and 
podcasts. This panel will discuss what is and isn’t 
LITRPG and will share examples of LITRPG that 
best represent the genre as well as explore where 
the genre will be headed in the future. 
Dave Schroeder  
Saturday 1:00pm 
  
Roll Your Own Dice: Initiative! (The Basics)  
Learn how to work with resin, what protective 
gear is needed, the basics you need to get start-
ed, and help select the design of the exclusive 
CON2022 dice set! 
Jessycka Peters  Justtyn Hutcheson 
Friday 7:00pm 
 
Roll Your Own Dice: Critical! (Finishing)  
Get hands on experience as you follow along to 
sand, polish, and ink your own six-sided dice to 
take home! 
Jessycka Peters   Justtyn Hutcheson 
Saturday 5:00pm  
 
Roll Your Own Dice: Level Up! (Mold Making)  
So, you want to make your own molds or have a 
logo on your dice? Come find out about master 
making and how to pour those molds! 
Jessycka Peters    Justtyn Hutcheson 
Sunday 11:00am 
 
Secret Voldemort  
In this hidden identity party 
game, players assume 
roles of members of 
Dumbledore’s Army or 
Deatheaters, with one play-
er becoming Voldemort. To 
win the game, both parties 
are set to competitively 
enact the policies of their 
sides at the Ministry of 
Magic, respectively, or 
complete a secondary ob-
jective directly involving Voldemort. 
Olivia Seckinger   Jody Turpin   
Jaci Chadwell 
Friday 8:00pm 
Saturday 8:00pm 
 
The Side Job 
The Side Job is an electronic nerdpop band from 
Jacksonville, FL. The band is comprised of two 
members, Jenne & Sean, and together they cre-
ate and perform parody covers and original songs 
inspired by geek culture. Jenne provides the hilar-
ious lyrics and animated vocals while Sean plays 
the synths and controls all the instrumentals. 
Their show is designed to get the audience laugh-
ing and dancing along at the same time! 
Jenne Vermes  Sean Mansfield 
Saturday 11:00am 
 
The Silmarillion Under the Bed  
The Silmarillion is a compelling work of mythology 
and a literary cornerstone of Tolkien's Legendari-
um. It's narrative breadth and textual density, 
however, has proven daunting for some readers. 
This panel will be a fun and relaxing hour of tips 
and tricks to ease the reluctant fan into a better 
appreciation of this remarkable work. 
Matt Steffney  
Saturday 7:00pm 
 
Slytherins and their 
Hufflebuddies  
There has been a long-
standing notion that all 
Slytherins have a close 
Hufflepuff buddy. But 
what is it about these 
two very different houses 
that fosters such a 
unique bond? In this au-
dience participation pan-
el, we will discuss this 
unlikely companionship. 
Not a snake or badger? That’s fine, too! There’s 
plenty of room to analyze a variety of different 
friendships within Hogwarts as well. 
Christi J. Whitney    
Erica Clifford   
Sierra Epling 
Friday 3:00pm 

Sorting Adventure Time!  
Join us in the Land of Ooo where we attempt to 
sort all of the characters into the houses of Hog-
warts. Is Jake a Gryffindor? Is Finn a Ravenclaw? 
Let’s figure this all out! 
Jax Seckinger  Millie Smith  
Saturday 10:00am 

Sorting American Cryptids  
They exist in the shadows and the forests, secret-
ly surrounding us….but where would they be sort-
ed? Is Sasquatch a Ravenclaw? Is Mothman a 
Hufflepuff? Let’s see if we can sort these mysteri-
ous creatures!  
Athena Hall   Chris Seckinger   
Robyn Briggs 
Saturday 6:00pm 
 
Sorting Amphibia  
Have you ever wondered if Anne is truly a 
Gryffindor? Is Marcy a Ravenclaw? Should Polly 
be a Slytherin? Come help us sort the cast of Am-
phibia! 
Jax Seckinger    Millie Smith  
Saturday 3:00pm 
 
Sorting B-Movie Monsters  
They come from beyond! They come from outer 
space! They come from the swamps! But what 
house of Hogwarts would they come from? 
Athena Hall    Dale Hall   
Anthony Taylor    Matthew Quinn 
Friday 7:00pm 
  
Sorting Bob's Burgers  
If Hogwarts were REALLY desperate and went to 
Ocean's Avenue looking for students, where 
would they sort the likes of Bob, Linda, the kids, 
and the other assorted cast of crazy characters? 
Are there actually any Ravenclaws that attend 
Wagstaff School! 
Chris Seckinger    Jax Seckinger   
Dylan Brazel    Ben Meeks 
Saturday 5:00pm 
   
Sorting: Disney’s Tinkerbell Movies  
The fairies of Pixiehollow have 
so much personality, so what 
Hogwarts houses would they 
be placed in? Would Tinkerbell 
be Gryffindor? Would Fawn 
and Zarina be Ravenclaw? 
Let’s discuss these magical 
characters with a little faith, 
trust, and pixie dust! 
Ellie Raine     
Olivia Seckinger 
Saturday 1:00pm 
 
Sorting Dune  
Sure, you can put all of House Harkonnen in 
Slytherin. Or can you? Does every Duncan Idaho 
sort the same? Help us sort the complicated 
world of Herbert’s Dune. 
Darin M. Bush     Gary Mitchel   
Thom DeSimone 
Saturday 12:00pm 
 
Sorting Gravity Falls  
When Scooby Doo and 
Supernatural got to-
gether, they created a 
fun and bizarre show 
called Gravity Falls. 
With such an array of 
interesting characters, 
where shall we sort the 
likes of Dipper, Mabel, 
Grunckle Stan and the 
other assorted crazy 
cast? Let's have a discussion and figure this out! 
Chris Seckinger    Jax Seckinger   
Dylan Brazel 
Saturday 4:00pm 

Sorting Hat: Hamilton  
Come join us as we sort the characters from the 
musical "Hamilton". Is Alexander Hamilton a 
Hufflepuff? Is John Adams a Gryffindor? Let’s sort 
and find out! 
Abbie Lyday    Hannah Cohen   
Ana Lucia Torres   Olivia Seckinger 
Sunday 11:00am 
 
Sorting Hard Rock & Heavy Metal: Part 2  
Back by popular demand! Part two of the head-
banging panel that had people rockin' like a hurri-
cane! We didn’t get a chance to finish sorting Dio, 
Metallica, Korn, Disturbed, and the rest, so we 
are jumping back into the mosh pit and giving it 
another go! 
Chris Seckinger    Dan Newcombe   
Dennis Medbury   Vincent E.M. Thorn  
Maverick Edwards 
Friday 6:00pm 
 
Sorting Hawkeye  
After watching some of our 
favorite heroes experience 
the holidays on the small 
screen we’ve got a better 
idea of their personalities. 
Let’s see if we agree. Is 
Yelena a Slytherin? Is Kate 
a Ravenclaw? Is Clint a 
Hufflepuff? Help us sort 
these iconic characters into the houses of Hog-
warts! 
Olivia Seckinger    Ana Lucia Torres   
Abbie Lyday 
Saturday 11:00am 
 
Sorting Legendary Pokemon  
Last year we sorted normal, everyday Pokemon, 
but this year we are stepping up our game! Come 
join us as we and the audience debates and 
votes on which legendary Pokémon goes to 
which Hogwarts house.  
Athena Hall    Dylan Brazel 
Sunday 10:00am 
 
Sorting Owl House  
Is Luz a Ravenclaw or is she really a Gryffindor? 
Is Amity a Slytherin or a Hufflepuff? Should Wil-
low and Gus be Hufflepuffs together? Help us sort 
the people of the Boiling Isles from Eda to Belos 
we’ll get all your favorites! 
Jax Seckinger    Ginger Probst   
Millie Smith    Ellie Raine 
Sunday 2:00pm 
 
Sorting Percy Jackson  
In honor of the new series being released, we 
decided to take a look at our favorite campers. Is 
Luke a Slytherin? Is Annabeth a Ravenclaw? Is 
Percy a Hufflepuff? Help us sort these iconic 
characters into the houses of Hogwarts! 
Olivia Seckinger    Jax Seckinger   
Jaci Chadwell    Aiden Myerson 
Sunday 3:00pm 
 
Sorting Hat: Prog Rock Bands  
Panel will sort Progressive Rock Bands from the 
70's (Pink Floyd, Yes, King Crimson, Uriah Heep) 
to the current day (Spock's Beard, Lifesigns, 
Dukes of the Orient). Members of some bands 
may also be sorted (e.g. Emerson, Lake and 
Palmer as individuals might be sorted as 
Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff and Gryffindor). 
McCannon Vaughn 
Saturday 7:00pm 
 
Sorting the Six Wives of Henry VIII  
Using a magical lens, we will analyze six iconic 
women from history: Catherine of Aragon, Anne 
Boleyn, Jane Seymour, Anne of Cleves, Catheryn 
Howard, and Catherine Parr. By sorting them into 
their Hogwarts houses, we can find a new, freer 
way to exchange our knowledge and perspectives 
of these historic figures. 
Lily Dominus 
Saturday 2:00pm 
 
Sorting Strange New Worlds  
Space! The final frontier……of SORTING! Come 
join us as we try to decide which Hogwarts House 
gets to claim Chris Pike, 
La’an Noonien-Singh, Erica 
Ortegas, and all the others! 
Let’s boldly go to that sorting 
hat together! 
Chris Seckinger     
Anthony Liggins   
Aaron Myerson 
Saturday 8:00pm 

Rolling—Sorting 
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Sorting Stranger Things Redux  
Let’s wander into the Upside-Down and sort the 
newest characters from Stranger Things season 
4.  Where will we place Vecna, Argyle, and Ed-
die? Let’s not forget our Russian friends, Enzo 
and Nikola! Maybe we’ll even revisit previous 
sortings to see if they may have changed since 
the release of this newest season! 
Chris Seckinger    Britt Leverett   
Thom DeSimone   Logan Murray 
Friday 8:00pm 
 
Sorting the Witcher  
Let’s sorting the characters from the popular Net-
flix show The Witcher into their Hogwarts hous-
es! Is Geralt a Hufflepuff? Is Yennefer a 
Gryffindor? Maybe we think they are, maybe we 
think they’re not. Let’s figure this out together! 
Dennis Medbury   Vincent E. M. Thorn 
Sunday 1:00pm 
 
Southern Fried Fantasy 
Southern authors who write genre fiction set in 
the south discuss what extra flavor southern 
culture brings to fantasy. 
Bob McGough    Ben Meeks   
Matthew Quinn    Bobby Nash   
Nancy Knight    Tony Sarrecchia 
Saturday 6:00pm 
 
The Spellbinding Serpent  
From Nagini in Harry Potter to Nagaina in Rikki-
Tikki-Tavi, the magical serpent is one of the 
oldest if not THE oldest archetype in the world. 
The first magical snake legends appeared in 
Australia over 6,000 years ago. This serpent 
always has exceptional power and is found in 
all cultures around the world. Join a profession-
al archaeologist and explore some of these 
magic serpents from history and prehistory. 
Dr. Dea Mozingo-Gorman 
Friday 6:00pm 
 
Spirit Board  
This lecture will cover a brief history of the Ouija 
board and instruct participants on the proper way 
to use one. No evil spirits will be summoned.  
Kimberly Bunch 
Friday 4:00pm 

Storm Fronts to Battle Grounds:  
An Examination of The Dresden Files  
Starting as a wizard for hire, over the course of 
17 books (so far), various short stories, comics, 
and a TV series, Jim Butcher has brought us the 
adventures of one of the most fascinating conjur-
ers in fiction. Join our panel as they discuss Har-
ry's growth from mystic private investigator to 
defending reality itself, his best adventures, his 
supporting cast, and what keeps us along for the 
ride.  
Gary Mitchel  Thom DeSimone  
Saturday 5:00pm 
 
The Storyteller's Toolbox  
Are you a novelist? A screenwriter? Or ... how 
about someone who gives business presenta-
tions? Or teaches? The truth is, we're all story-
tellers. And there are tools that help us do it bet-
ter. The isn't about rules are formulas. But 
they're in the toolbox for a reason ... they work. If 
you're serious about shaping better stories, this 
is the panel for you.  
John Adcox 
3:00pm Sunday 
 
Stranger Things…and Beyond   
Join us as we breakdown season 4 of Stranger 
Things. Let’s talk about all the new characters, 
the different story lines and what’s going to hap-
pen in Season 5. Will Max wake up? Will Haw-
kins crumble? Will El be able to save them all?  
Britt Leverett  Erica Clifford   
Christi Whitney  Logan Murray    
Debbie Murray   Nicole Huckaby   
Kelley Frank 
Saturday 3:00pm 

Succeeding In Diagon Alley:  
How to Be a Convention Vendor 
Want to vend at conventions but have ques-
tions? Our panel of successful vendors are here 
to provide answers! 
Molly Belviso    Patrick Marshall   
Nichole Marshall   J. Michael Cobb 
Sunday 10:00am 
 
Supernaturally Dysfunctional Family:  
Rowena and Crowley  
Supernatural had its own “clan MacLeod”. De-
spite being cast as bad guys, Rowena and Crow-
ley were important to the Winchesters’ success, 
even if they did put them through literal Hell. 
Darin M. Bush   Hannah Cohen   
Hanako Ricks 
Friday 8:00pm 

 
There and Back Again part 2:  
The Rings of Power  
Now that we have seen the new Amazon Prime 
series, were our theories correct? How do we 
feel this production has embraced the lore? 
What are we excited to see and explore with the 
new characters and old favorites? This will be a 
round table discussion so come ready to share 
and discuss with your fellow convention mem-
bers! 
Abbie Lyday    Thom DeSimone   
Anthony Liggins 
Sunday 3:00pm 
 
Tolkien Book Trivia  
Test your knowledge of J.R.R. Tolkien's written 
works against other teams for prizes and brag-
ging rights. The questions will come from both 
the Legendarium and the Professor's other 
works. Remember, this is a book-only contest, 
so start studying now!  
Matt Steffney 
Sunday 11:00am 
 
To Tell the Truth….or Not    
Author and storyteller panelists will be given sto-
ry starters. They may either tell a true story 
about that starter or they can make one up, but 
they will tell the story as if it were completely 
true. The audience will vote on whether they be-
lieve the story is true or false.  
Chris Seckinger     Barbara V. Evers 
Tony Sarrecchia   McCannon Vaughn  
Berta Platas     Sarah Brubaker   
Sunday 1:00pm  

Unfinished Tales and  
The Second Age of Middle Earth  
The Second Age of Tolkien's Legendarium is the 
least documented of the distinct eras of the 
storyline's histories. Take a closer look at the 
nevertheless absorbing and edifying stories of 
the age, particularly through the lens of Unfin-
ished Tales, Tolkien's posthumously published 
follow-up to The Silmarillion. 
Matt Steffney  
Sunday 3:00pm 
 
Using Comfort Characters to Cope  
Spoonie life can be exhausting. Do you pretend 
to be certain characters to get through the day? 
Do certain shows allow you to escape for just a 
little bit? Come share your stories of how your 
comfort characters have taken away pain even 
briefly. 
Olivia Seckinger   Ana Lucia Torres    
Kelly Crane      Abbie Lyday 
Jaci Chadwell     Jody Turpin 
Saturday 7:00pm  
 
A Very Potter Sing-Along:  
"A Very Potter Musical"   
Watch Party and singalong with the viral Starkid 
musical "A Very Potter Musical", a musical with 
music and lyrics by Darren Criss and A. J. 
Holmes and a book by Matt Lang, Nick Lang and 
Brian Holden. The story is a parody, based on 
several of the Harry Potter novels by J. K. Rowl-
ing (particularly Harry Potter and the Philoso-
pher's Stone, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 
and Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows), as 
well as their film adaptations.  
Sarah Malkin 
Friday 9:00pm  PG-13 
 
A Very Potter Sing-Along:  
“A Very Potter Sequel" 
Watch Party and singalong with the viral Starkid 
musical "A Very Potter Sequel", a musical with 
music and lyrics by Darren Criss and a book by 
Matt Lang, Nick Lang, and Brian Holden. “A Very 
Potter Sequel” picks up where “A Very Potter 
Musical” left off with Lord Voldemort destroyed. 
Lucius Malfoy then decides to go back in time to 
Harry Potter's first year at Hogwarts to destroy 
him before he becomes a bigger threat than he 
already is. 
Sarah Malkin  
Saturday 9:00pm PG-13 
 
Voldemort Fan Film Screening  
Travel back to before Harry was born with this 
double feature of fan films! 
The House of Gaunt (2021): This movie tells the 
the story of Tom’ Riddles mother, Merope Gaunt, 
along with her brother and father, as they deal 
with a very heated interaction from the ministry 
of magic all the while Merope is pining over a 
young handsome Muggle. 
Voldemort Origins of the Heir (2018): Follows 
Grisha McLaggen, a descendent of Godric 
Gryffindor, as she regales stories of her time at 
Hogwarts with Tom Riddle and two other de-
scendants of Hogwarts founders during the time 
Tom Riddle is slipping into the dark arts and cre-
ating his horcruxes. 
KR Morris 
Friday 3:00pm 
 
Wand Incantations for Yoga  
Come as you are in this all-inclusive yoga class 
built to strengthen every witch and wizard's skills. 
Including muggles. This 60-minute yoga class 
will include meditation, challenging poses, wand 
magic and team building exercises. No mat re-
quired but wands encouraged. 
Sean Fraser  Amanda Duren   
Johanna Herre 
Sunday 10:00am  

We Are Here, Too: A Look at POC Represen-
tation in Fantasy Literature & Media 
With all of the brouhaha surrounding recent cast-
ing choices in popular shows such as House of 
the Dragon and The Rings of Power, let's dis-
cuss the positive aspects of the increasing repre-
sentation of POCs in Fantasy Media. 
Hanako M. Ricks Anthony Liggins   
Michael Collins  Dena Woods   
Mikayla Ricks 
Saturday 1:00pm 

Sorting—We Are Here 
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What -IS- this thing called Mead   
Being the oldest known alcoholic beverage to 
man hasn’t kept mead from falling out of vogue 
due to much cheaper to produce wine and dis-
tilled spirits.  However, mead is seeing a resur-
gence in popularity.  Don’t be fooled by the com-
mercial products labeled ‘Mead’ you may find in 
your local package store.  Due to Federal codes 
and a total misunderstanding of the product, virtu-
ally all commercial mead is produced and sold as 
a ‘honey wine.’  Roman Daze Meadery has been 
producing mead for over 30 years and will show 
you what the ancients truly called ‘The Nectar of 
the Gods.’  This will be a classic mead tasting. 
For a $10 door admission, participants will be al-
lowed to sample three different types of mead. A 
roundtable discussion will be held concerning the 
different meads sampled. First come, first served! 
When the mead is gone, it is GONE! 
Philip Sacco Kat Retro  
2:00pm Saturday 
 
What Magical Creature Is the Most Powerful?  
From Harry Potter to Lord of the Rings, from Mar-
vel to Mythology, what creature is the most pow-
erful amongst them all? Come debate and put up 
your case for the most powerful nonhuman crea-
ture that exists.  
Aiden Myerson  
Sunday 11:00am 
 
Wheel of Down-Time....  
The Time Between Seasons  
Watched season 1 and want to know more about 
Wheel of Time!? Theorize what is gonna hap-
pen...or not, in season 2? Come join us! (Season 
1 Show Spoilers / 'Light' books 1-2 spoilers). 
Thom DeSimone Ellie Raine  
Friday 6:00pm 
 
The Wheel of Time TV Adaptation:  
Yay or Nay?       
This panel will discuss the transformation of THE 
WHEEL OF TIME to the screen. Opinions about 
the changes abound, so let's discuss what worked 
and what didn't. 
Barbara V. Evers   Thom DeSimone   
Dan Newcombe    Vincent E. M. Thorn 
Anthony Liggins 
Saturday 6:00pm 

The Witch Bottle  
All over England and the United States archaeolo-
gists have found strange bottles embedded in 
house walls, chimneys, and under building foun-
dations. The bottles contain odd items such as 
urine, blood, human teeth, fish hooks, pins, and 
hair. Most of these bottles are between 300-400 
years old. Join a professional archaeologist and 
learn all about these artifacts, known as Witch 
Bottles. 
Dr. Dea Mozingo-Gorman 
Sunday 1:00pm 
 
You’ve Got a Friend in Me  
We will have a discussion of our favorite best 
friends, Sam Gamgee, Willow Rosenberg, Ron 
and Hermione, and many others. Some call them 
sidekicks, but arguably they are the true heroes of 
their stories. 
Laura Walker  Olivia Seckinger 
Friday 4:00pm 
 
Zeroversary Movie Watch Party:  
Here There be Dragons  
You've been patient. Join us for the conclusion of 
the two-part series that started online, where we 
watch and review three movies with dragons. 
Flame retardant gear optional. 
Darin M. Bush   Ellie Raine 
Saturday 4:00pm 

What—Zeroversary 

ARIES 
You will cause explosions in potions class because you 
are busy talking about yourself  
 
TAURUS 
You seem to be in a tremendous hurry to get to the no-
where that you intend to go.   
 
GEMINI 
You will pick fights with children and use far-fetched anal-
ogies to describe philosophical concepts.  
 
CANCER 
Despite your need to be everyone's savior, you need no 
social interaction.  

LEO 
Humility frightens you. "Radical cult leader" may be a le-
gitimate career choice.  
  
VIRGO 
You’re mostly destined to work in the Muggle Liaison Of-
fice anyway.  
 
LIBRA 
You are trendy and will glom onto something you hated 
before if it suddenly becomes fashionable.  
 
SCORPIO 
You will believe (or contribute to) every conspiracy story 
in the Daily Prophet.  

SAGITTARIUS 
You would sooner sustain a crippling injury than do any-
thing the easy way.  

 
CAPRICORN 
You will be heard talking on the Floo network but every-
one knows you don’t have other friends.   
 
AQUARIUS 
You will feel cosmically entitled to indulge in every possi-
ble vice on the planet.  
  
PISCES 
You will achieve greatness by sheer fluke.  
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UTHOR  
BIOGRAPHIES 

John Adcox 
Author of Raven Wakes the World and 
Christmas Past: A Ghostly Winter Tale, John 
Adcox is the founder and CEO of Gramarye 
Media, the story incubator® . He has hosted 
a radio show, acted professionally, designed 
and written scripts for games, written a play 
for a professional theatre company, taught 
university astronomy, and written articles on 
topics including mythology, psychology, tech-
nology, religion, and marketing strategy. His 
interests also include books and literature, 
philosophy, the Arthurian legends, travel, 
baseball, science fiction and fantasy, market-
ing communications, Celtic music and lore, 
new media, theatre, politics, and cosmologi-
cal physics. 
 
Stephanie Briarton 
Stephanie Briarton has been weaving fanta-
sy and paranormal stories of adventure and 
romance for decades. The Riandori Realms 
series is a culmination of all that daydream-
ing. Behind a keyboard and walking through 
the woods are her favorite places to be, es-
pecially with her son, Caleb, by her side. 
Based outside of Atlanta, she dreams about 
moving into the North Georgia mountains 
one day. She received a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in English, with a concentration in 
Writing and Rhetoric, from Georgia Gwinnett 
College. 
 
Sarah Brubaker  
Sarah is currently writing her seventh novel 
and working on her twentieth cosplay--all 
while maintaining membership in two D&D 
campaigns and working full-time as a public 
librarian. She debuted as a convention pan-
elist at last year's CONjuration and couldn't 
wait to come back. She has at least thirty 
fandoms across movies, TV shows, books, 
and videogames, so there's a great chance 
she'll have a fandom in common with you! 
 
Darin M. Bush 
Darin M. Bush, sometimes called ‘The 
Professor’, is one of the original directors of 
CONjuration.  He is the founder and execu-
tive producer of 
Tables of Con-
tent, a new virtu-
al sci-fi conven-
tion on YouTube.  
He is an author 
specializing in 
short stories.  He 
is a professional 
speaker with a 
20-year chip from 
Toastmasters.  He has spoken on or moder-
ated panels at AnachroCon, DragonCon, 
JordanCon, Monsterama, and WhoLanta.  
You can find his stories for the Kindle on his 
Amazon author’s page. 
 
Barbara V. Evers 
Fantasy author, Barbara V. Evers, began 
storytelling at the age of four. She couldn’t 
read, yet, so she roped her Aunt Vivian into 
taking dictation for her. She is the author of 
The Watchers of Moniah trilogy and the two-
time winner of the BEST FANTASY NOVEL 
IMADJINN AWARD. In addition, Barbara is a 
Pushcart Prize nominee and has won the 
Carrie McCray contest twice. She has a BA 
in Zoology and an MA in Communications, 
which means she can communicate with ani-
mals! Maybe that’s why she creates animal 
characters! Barbara lives in South Carolina's 
Dark Corner with two of her grandchildren, 
her husband, Bruce, and a rescue dog 
named Roxy. Find out more on her website: 
https://www.barbaravevers.com/. 

Marlena Frank 
Marlena Frank is the author of young adult fantasy 
and horror novels, including several books that have 
hit the bestseller lists. Her work has been praised by 
Readers’ Favorite and featured in De Mode of Litera-
ture Magazine. A Georgia native, she has been writ-
ing and publishing short fiction since 2010. She is an 
affiliate member of the Atlanta Chapter of the Horror 
Writers Association, an active member of the Science 
Fiction and Fantasy Writers Association, and an avid 
member of the Atlanta cosplay community. She lives 
with her sister and two spoiled adopted cats. 
 
Lorrie Kim 
Lorrie Kim is the author of Snape: The Definitive 
Analysis (Media Lab Books, October 2022). She lives 
in Philadelphia, PA with her clever, grumpy, magical 
spouse and their offspring, including CONjuration 
presenter Lily Dominus. 
 
Bob McGough 
Bob McGough is an author, podcaster, and indie tab-
letop game designer from south Alabama. He is best 
known as the author of his ‘Rural’ Urban Fantasy se-
ries, the Jubal County Saga, and as the founder of 
the Tales by Bob Podcast Network. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dennis Medbury 
Dennis is a veteran of the United States Navy after 
serving in his country for fourteen years. During his 
service, Dennis developed PTSD, which resulted in 
insomnia. Not willing to take prescription or over-the-
counter-medication, he began constructing a story in 
his mind to find a natural method to fall asleep. After 
fifteen years of development, and countless sleep-
less nights, he finally decided to put the story into 
words. Secrets of the Runestones is the result of him 
turning a debilitating condition into something posi-
tive. 
 
Ben Meeks 
Ben is a North Georgia native, and world traveler, 
who prides himself on using real world experiences 
to add realism to his fiction. He was a medal winner 
in a martial arts competition, been in a high speed 
car chase, had a late night phone call from the secret 
service, who he hung up on, and been shot. When 
not writing about himself in the third person he is 
hard at work writing Rural Urban Fantasy. You can 
connect with Ben on his website at 
www.authorbenmeeks.com or follow him on Insta-
gram or Facebook, user authorbenmeeks. 
 
Bobby Nash  
Bobby Nash is not a man of action, a magician, or a 
hero, but he loves writing about characters who em-
body all those traits and more. Bobby is an award-
winning author of novels, comic books, short stories, 
screenplays, and more. He is a member of the Inter-
national Association of Media Tie-in Writers and In-
ternational Thriller Writers. On occasion, he acts, ap-
pearing in movies and TV shows, usually standing 
behind or beside your favorite actor, but sometimes 
they even let him speak. From time to time, he puts 
pen to paper and doodles, usually on envelopes. For 
more information on Bobby Nash and his work, 
please visit him at www.bobbynash.com, www.ben-
books.com, and across social media. 
 
Jack Peredur 
Jason “Jack” Peredur, a Pagan and Wiccan since 
1971, is a partly self-taught “thaumaturgical engineer” 
skilled in spell, ritual and magickal equipment design 
and creation, as well as Ravenwood Associates’ 
chief historian. As the latter, he is now publishing a 
memoir of his early Craft days and the Ravenwood 
Disaster lest its martyrs and their legacy be forgotten. 
Twelve books in the Ravenwood Series are now in 
print, with the next three planned for release in 2023. 
Come visit the Ravenwood table in the lobby, attend 
his workshops and readings or check out 
www.ravenwoodassociates.com. 
 
Berta Platas 
Berta Platas is an award-winning author of Latina 
romance, as well as co-author, with Michele Roper, 
of the popular YA fantasy series The Faire Folk Sa-
ga, and the new By Honor Bound series cowritten 
with Nancy Knight. Book Two of the series, Queen's 
Honor, debuted at Dragon*Con in September. Berta 
lives in the Atlanta area with her husband and dogs, 
and when not writing loves reading, drawing, table 
top games, D and D, and is a reluctant grass farmer 
for her HOA. 

Matthew W. Quinn  
Matthew W. Quinn (b. 1984) grew up in Marietta, 
Georgia. After graduating from the University of 
Georgia, he worked in Atlanta media before mov-
ing onto social-studies education. Throughout all 
of this, he has written science fiction, fantasy, 
and horror. His first sale was the short horror tale 
"I am the Wendigo" to the webzine CHIMAERA 
SERIALS and he later wrote licensed fiction for 
the BattleTech science fiction universe. 2017 saw 
the publication of his horror novel THE THING IN 
THE WOODS, while 2019 saw the publication of 
his horror-comedy novella LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG 
GUNS and his military fantasy novel BATTLE 
FOR THE WASTELANDS. 2020 saw the premi-
ere of his newest work, the THING sequel THE 
ATLANTA INCURSION, as well as the BATTLE 
prequel novella "Son of Grendel." He is a mem-
ber of the Atlanta chapter of the Horror Writers 
Association. Matthew is also a regular participant 
in the podcast MYOPIA MOVIES in which the 
movies you enjoyed as a child are put on trial to 
see if they hold up.  
 
Ellie Raine 
Writer's Digest award-winning fantasy author El-
lie Raine is a voracious BookWyrm when it 
comes to epic adventures, detailed world-
building, and thrilling battles. Fueled by coffee-
bean concoctions brewed by the finest caffeine 
alchemists in the kingdom of Atlanta, Georgia, 
she only emerges from the depths of these dar-
ing tales when she is summoned back to the 
physical realm to spend time with her brood. 
 
Dave Schroeder 
Dave Schroeder (said SHRAY-der) is the author 
of the Congruent Mage fantasy series and the 
Xenotech Support science fiction humor series. 
He is a retired IT executive from Atlanta who en-
joys performing with the Atlanta Radio Theatre 
Company. Dave also runs a small publishing 
house called Spiral Arm Press that primarily han-
dles his own work, including an audiobook ver-
sion of Xenotech Rising, the first book in his SF 
Humor series. After finishing the last book of the 
second trilogy in the Congruent Mage series 
(Congruent Emperor, Congruent King, Congruent 
Mage), Dave's next series is The Guardian 
Keeps, a light-hearted take on D&D-style adven-
turers. 
 
Tony Sarrecchia 
Tony is a writer of audio dramas, screenplays, 
and prose. His first feature film, a thriller-horror 
bio-med, is currently in development with 
Scarytimes Production. THE HARRY STRANGE 
RADIO DRAMA, and LADY SHERLOCK MYS-
TERIES have both won audio drama awards; 
and his SCARLETT HOOD ADVENTURE audio 
play can be heard on radio stations (and Spotify) 
in the Pacific Northwest. You can find his short 
fiction in the GEORGIA GOTHIC, and THE LEG-
ENDS OF NEW PULP anthologies, and on the 
WICKED LIBRARY Podcast and VICTORIA’S 
LIFT Podcast. He is a member of the Horror Writ-
ers Association and the Mystery Writers of Amer-
ica.  
 
Vincent E. M. Thorn 
Vincent E. M. Thorn is a bi-racial Japanese/
European epic fantasy author currently living in 
the Atlanta area. Born in Wyoming in 1992, 
Thorn made his publishing debut in 2019 with 
Skies of the Empire, the first book in the Dream-
scape Voyager trilogy. 
 
M. C. (McCannon) Vaughn  

M. C. (McCannon) Vaughn is a retired industrial 
engineer and freelance novelist and poet.  He is 
the author of four books: Monolith (high fantasy), 
Phoebe, The Gray Angel (both science fiction) 
and his newest release, Salem's Ghosts.  He 
currently lives south of Atlanta, Georgia with his 
family. 
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Welcome to CONjuration and welcome to the game room!! This year’s game room is 
brought to you by the friendly gamers of S.M.A.U.G. – that’s South Metro-Atlanta United 
Gamers. S.M.A.U.G. is the south side’s PREMIER group of board game enthusiasts who 
get together to play, teach, and share their passion.  
 
Our main focus is Euro style games like Ticket to Ride, Kingdom Builder, Dominion, Power 
Grid and others. Come and play our games or bring some of your own. It's a great place to 
meet new people and learn new games. All ages and skill levels are welcome to join. 
 
This year’s game room will be running around the clock, so no matter what time you get 
the board game itch, we can scratch it for you. There will be several impromptu play-to-
win mini tournaments throughout the weekend. Come and play and you might take 
home a new game! 

Sign up in the Chamber of competition with any VOLUNTEER 

Free play all day. Peruse our vast library and play 
what you like. Grab an old favorite, or learn 

something new. Don’t know how to play it? No 
problem! After you grab the game, grab one of 

the friendly volunteers from S.M.A.U.G. 
and they’ll be happy to help you learn it.  


